Indirect observations of Europa suggest that the Jovian satellite may have a liquid ocean underneath its ice surface. Since under tidal forcing a body with internal fluid layers deforms more than an otherwise similar but solid body, one possible way to detect an existing ocean is to measure the potential tidal Love number $k_2$ through its dynamic effect on the trajectory of a low Europa orbiter (e.g. Yoder, 1999, in press). Our study assesses strategy and accuracy for such an experiment to detect the ocean and to infer its depth.

Based on current knowledge and expectations about Europa, we first constructed a series of geophysical tidal response models to describe static deformation of non-rotating, spherically stratified Europa with various models of internal structure. The results are $k_2$ as functions of interior parameters. The difference in $k_2$ between cases with and without an internal ocean is very striking. Depending on the total thickness of ice and ocean, the $k_2$ dependence on the ocean depth can also be significant.

We carried out consider covariance analyses to determine measurement accuracy for $k_2$ and other dynamic and kinematic parameters in a fairly realistic way. The analyses assume an orbiter in a nearly-circular and high inclination orbit with 200 km altitude. The orbit determination procedure uses X-band two-way Doppler tracking from 2-3 DSN stations on Earth for 4 to 15 days in separate 0.5 to 4 day arcs. Europa’s gravity coefficients are estimated up to degree and order 50 along with a constant $k_2$, lag angle, certain radiation pressure parameters, and arc epoch states. Degree 51 through 60 gravity coefficients and other radiation pressure parameters are considered to assess their effects on estimated parameters. The magnitudes of the higher degree gravity field are represented by Kaula’s rule scaled by a planetary factor and the consideration about the top layers of ice and water. Our results show consider uncertainties for $k_2$ at the level around 0.001 or better, depending on tracking scenario and noise assumed for the data. The tidal lag angle accuracy is at the level of 0.1 degree or better. Perturbations from uncertainties in the solar and Europa radiation pressure models are minimal. These results are encouraging because they suggest that the experiment might both detect the presence of the liquid ocean and put a meaningful bound on its depth with tidal Love $h_2$ number and libration measurements.